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Er...read it?

I always love reading that in user’s manuals. Herein
I shall hold forth on important things regarding this
recording on which I have slaved so long & hard these past 10+ years
of my life. I took liberty in informing the manufacturer of my intent to
create and insert this piece myself - no small task, I tell you, making
them understand. Via this liberty, I will be newly creating, in batches of
unquantified number, this insert and will, from time to time, emend it’s
content. I will serialize them with a date and volume number at the top
right-hand corner of this box. Being that there is so much - oh lordy, so
much, that I have to say, and likely even more in the future, the text will
be mighty small. IF YOUR VISION IS SO IMPAIRED, such as mine, as to
make this barely, if at all readable, there is a link at the bottom to which
you may go, download the pdf file, make it as BIG AS YOU LIKE, and thus,
be able to read my doggerel. This labor of love has inspired, or at least
born witness to the inspiration of, many a deep thought, and I figured I
would offer up the prose with the poetry and the music. As always, I thank
you for reading, and for being in possession of this work. These songs, while
not my most recent, are my most recently recorded, and represent the vision
I had for them at their conception.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR EARS, FOR YOUR MIND,
FOR YOUR TIME, AND FOR YOUR BEING. ! Joel Cage !

OK ... here i go. I’ve been building up to this
moment for a L-O-O-N-G time ... lemme tell ya.
So much can be interposed into the process of
going from the idea stage of something to its
implementation - all stuff designed to stave off the
inevitable; in this case, the transference of a notion
from the world of thought to that of the real, and
tangible universe - even if that so-called “real world” is
still the virtual world of a computer screen. There is so
much more romance in pen & notebook than the word
processor. I used to enjoy going out to lunch alone, sitting
in a restaurant whose ambiance I found inspiring, ordering
something easy to eat - important - like ‘with a fork’ so as to
allow for a pen-hand-free circumstance, and just write. The
particular paper & pen being crucial to the creative process - the
right pen and paper facilitate a flowing penmanship whose style and
flourish create a visual feedback loop that enhances the words on the
page, resulting in more words, and by the time the plate is empty and
check dropped, there is page upon page full of whatever it was you
intended on creating. The modern paradigm to which I now subscribe
of the bookish nerd in the coffeeshop staring at a screen, typing away
on the laptop has all but obliterated the the image of the Kerouacian
waif scratching and scribbling away in the corner . . . so much so as to
elicit an knee-jerk “get over yourself” reaction. It is always a curious
disconcertation to see someone too young to “remember” such traditions
embracing them with vigor of one lost in apparent reminiscence of a time
they never experienced. And that’s merely the conceptual .. there is a
physical aspect to the laptop writing session that pollutes the thought process
as well - font choices - style, type, color - all to be taken seriously when
protecting the ever so precious egress of the creative stream, and of course,
the annoying spell check . . . what can be more disruptive to forward motion
than the “two steps up one step back” process of correcting typos and
missed spellings as they occur .. but I challenge you to try writing a missive
of any substantial length without stopping every time that insouciant red line
underscores a word . . . especially when you think you got it right.
So I rise at 5AM in preparation of embarking on this missive .. coffee,
predawn contemplation, read a little, then it’s time to help Juju off to work.
We hang a bit, I make her lunch, and wait while she readies herself, and see
her off, smiling at her as she’s driving away. Then there is cleanup - I like to
put all this stuff behind me before I embark on any task so as not to be
distracted by the “needing to do” alarm that sounds constantly until the thing
is done - setting down here in the comfiness of the home I love, next to my
‘grape-nuts window’ . . . and so it begins.
This collection of music has been a long time coming, to say the least. This is
not a source of sore spottedness for me. But there is a history. How could
there not be for a project that has taken over 10 years to complete? One
might think one should be embarrassed at the product of so slow a process,
but I find this not to be present in my current thinking.
I despise the creation or art for product. It’s not that I never embraced the
concept - rather that I came to despise it through the process of embracing
it. Every time I try to trace back the origin of my current perspective on my
existence in this universe, I find each successive phase of its development to
be inextricably interwoven to the one immediately preceding it and inevitably
find myself all the way back to the beginning. I can’t seem to tell the short
version of the tale so I guess I’ll start from the beginning, and see where
that takes me.
I have , what I take to be, a tremendously vivid memory of my childhood
going back to infancy. While I am willing accept the notion that many of
these so-called childhood ‘memories’ are merely constructs of my ‘belief’ that
I can remember that far back, I am also willing to accept that they are real and why not? Why would I erect such well built settings, circumstances and
scenarios if there weren’t any truth to them? If I were a screenwriter or
budding novelist perhaps, but I am a songwriter, and have been since I was
maybe 5 when I wrote my first two tunes from which my older brothers and
sister look great pleasure in their facilitation for opportunities of teasement . .
and for me, fictional constructs really don’t have much of a role to play in
songwriting . . even the bardly balladeers of yore wrote of true happenings,
and only relatively late in the vernacular of pop music has pure fiction taken
a role in the process of songwriting, perhaps with the exception of nursery
rhyme music - and even then ... London Bridge Is Falling Down - true story.
That’s not to say there aren’t any examples of pure fiction being created in
the song format - it would be way to easy to refute such a statement - but
my particular approach to songwriting has always been one of a journalistic
nature - as a starry eyed, introspective, self-conscious, unconfident, peaceloving, hippie-style rock-god wannabe teen I was fond of saying “I don’t write
lyrics, I write feelings”. Through the years and varied stages of artistic
development, I have often looked back at these words as pretentious and
then I would look at my current works only to find this to be nonetheless
true. And looking at my attempts to do otherwise, to create purely fictitious
settings, scenarios or story lines, I have always found them to be lame.
Thus, it is not without some substantial modicum of self analysis that I
conclude the memories I have of very early childhood are, for the most part,
real.

and me the youngest, there was a whole
cultural revolution interspersed between their
“youth”, my older brothers’ time and cultural
media and my era - 7 years is a long time in the
temporo-cultural plane even today. We think of
a “generation” as being the time span between
parent and child but the fact is that we see a
new generation about every 6 years - that’s how
quickly things change in today's society - every six
years begets a whole new perspective.
The music I recall playing around the house
included Beach Boys, Beatles, Dylan, Hank Williams,
The Kingston Trio, Sinatra and classical music (which
I referred to as ‘church music’) .. there were some
child-oriented things I remember hearing a lot, like Phil
Silvers and Andy Griffith - I have vivid, tangible, somatic
memories of listening to the Wizard of Oz soundtrack,
which we used to get out of the library, but I only
recently realized that it was the Wizard of Oz soundtrack
that I was listening to - I remember the music so clearly and
have always had access to it in my mind, but didn’t know the
source until some time over the past, say, 10 years. It wasn’t
an “aha” moment so much as a form gradually clarifying out of a
mist. I have such clear vision - a group of us sitting around the
stereo in our living room . . . and that music - those high harmonies;
I can almost taste them . . .
So this was the music that was being played around the homestead at that
time, and thus, lying in the stark, terrible darkness, this was the music
I played in my head, as I lie in absolute stillness.
I did this so the burglar would think that I was a radio .
Awhile back I had the notion that we enter into this life believing everything from moment one, we simply . . believe. We pop out into the arms of
someone, and we believe we are. We are handed to someone else who says
“hello I’m your mother” and we believe it. We are handed to someone else
who says, “I am your father” and we believe. And if these things don’t
happen, we believe whatever does. This is how we begin to gather our
information - we record everything and believe it to be true, right up until
it is proven false.
I suppose you could paraphrase by saying “we trust”, essentially the same
thing. Someone picks us up and says “you’re hungry” and we believe we are
hungry, and we are fed. Someone picks us up and says “What a happy baby
you are” and we are happy.
Then one day we have a stomach ache, and someone says “you are hungry”
and forces food into our mouth, which makes the stomach ache worse, and
we discover something false - we encounter an occurrence where you believe
something that is not true. On and on it goes, the mind’s database storing
all this information and developing a statistical sense of what is believable
and what is not, and with each experience, our resolution of perception
increases - the picture becomes clearer.
At some point, maybe around 2 or 3 years, we begin to have ideas of our
own, and we believe them. Hence, when the child says there’s a monster in
the closet, he truly believes there is a monster in the closet. A parent at this
point, is likely to take the child over to the closet and illustrate the absence of
any beast, and the child accepts this. However, there are times when the
parent is ill-equipped with the resources for such illustration, as in when the
child would say “There was a unicorn outside my window last night”. The
parent, while perhaps knowing that this could not be true, is in possession of
no means to disprove such a claim and might fear to accede to the child for
fear of bolstering a delusion and thereby “scarring the child for life”, or may
blithely accept the claim without the attendant wonderment of the child,
leaving the child disappointed at the response, or even refute the claim, and
the child is introduced to the concept of personal rejection, which breeds
mistrust. However many possible iterations of this inevitable occurrence in
the early growing process, it is bound to happen. For me, I chose to keep
these things to myself.
Thus, I never told anyone about the “burglar”. And in my lying in the
darkness, starkly immobile, playing music in my head, I believed I was a
radio. I would visualize it with great detail, myself the radio - a small square
object like the clock radios of the era, sitting on a countertop in a kitchenlike
room with just enough light as to illuminate me (the radio), the countertop
and then, darkness beyond, where the burglar was. The burglar would hear
the music, think I was a radio . . . and I was safe.

One particular group of memories I have dating back to the age of three I
KNOW to be real, are the memories of having the night terrors. I know these
to be real and the time frame as well because I remember the room so
vividly . . the room in which I slept until we moved to a different house.
I would wake up in the dark, frozen in abject panic that there was a burglar
in the room.

I this respect, through this experience, music became my protector - my
savior. As I continued to have these nightly terrific episodes, the music I
played in my head, as it does on the radio, would vary. Often times it would
be popular music of the day, the music with which I was familiar having
heard around the house, and as my focus fixed on the music I became
oblivious to the very threat that I perceived which brought it about, and
became, instead, completely engulfed in the music, manipulating it, changing
it, pushing it around in my mind and making it do what I wanted it to do.
Eventually the perception of the burglar ceased but the music stayed with
me, and I began composing in my head - music of all kinds. I would start
with a form - instrumentation perhaps, an orchestra, a salvation army horn
section, an acoustic guitar or a full on rock and roll band .. or a groove
maybe - a drum beat or rhythmic phrase on any instrument, then simply
letting the music play until I got the idea of it, replaying musical themes over
and over until the melodic structure made some sense, and I would simply let
myself go with it ...riding the sound up into some undefinable space where it
was just me and the music and nothing else.

It was always the “burglar” - no floating specter, no monster under the bed
or in the closet, not a murderer or a kidnapper - always “the burglar”. And
what I feared was that the burglar was going to stab me - never shoot,
strangle, sledgehammer, kidnap or anything otherwise.

As I grew older, I got quite good at it, especially in respect to my favorites ...
I could play whole albums in my head, and when completed, I would lie
there in bed, exhausted, and fall asleep In this manner I, still, compose my
songs, although nowadays in a more wakeful state.

There was a burglar in the room and he was going to stab me.

Around this time in which I was having these night terrors and
transmogrifying myself into the radio, I also, seemingly unrelated, (no doubt
psychoanalysis might beg to differ), began to entertain another ‘vision’.
I would imagine myself lying in my bed inside a translucent bubble, while all
about me a great battle raged. One might expect, with the impact of
cinematic special effects upon our subconscious in these modern times, the
image would be fraught with blood, guts and human suffering, but in the
insular world of my imagination infused with the not-quite-so graphic imagery
being thrust upon the unsuspecting yet still rather conservative public
through the media of the day, the image, while frantic and chaotic it was,
had none of that. It was merely me, inside my clear, protective bubble, and
the melee going on outside, unable to touch me - nay, they didn’t even
know I was there.

I simply have never been one to make stuff up.

... and I could not see him (always him, of course) .. he was off away in
some dark corner of the room, waiting to come out and stab me. There I was
lying in the dark, panic-stricken by the notion of the burglar in the room. To
this effect I was never able to sleep without some form of cover - even on
the hottest of summer nights I needed to have a sheet over my body, for if
the burglar actually tried to stab me, the knife would hit the sheet first,
thereby disturbing it, alerting me, and I would be able to squirm aside and
avoid the dire fate. The other defense mechanism I came up with was to lie
absolutely still . . and play music in my head.
We always had music playing around the house. I suppose my parents were
somewhat progressive in their taste, although I can’t be sure - with four kids

That’s all there was to this childish fancy, but it has stayed with me
throughout my life.
I wouldn’t necessarily go so far as to say I grew up in a musical family, as
my idea of a musical family leans more towards the lore having been
implanted into my frame of reference being more that of a backwoods
clan-like brood where multiple generations gravitated to the porch each
evening and out came the instruments, everyone participating in these
wonderful sessions that made the rest of such an arduous agri-rural lifestyle
bearable. I did, however, have a father and older bother who played, my
older brother being a principle inspiration for me, so, when I first picked up
the guitar to play at around the age of four, it was 1) because it was there,
and 2) because my older brother played.
I did love music though, and remember sitting for hours holding a pillow to
my chest and rocking back and forth on the couch listening. I suppose if I
had been of more current times, I might have been mis-diagnosed as autistic.
I did so love listening to music, and when I started noodling around with the
guitar, too small to hold it upright, I played it flat on my lap. In this manner
I would pick along with my favorite songs, the ones I would otherwise be
‘pillow-rocking’ to. I want to say that I got pretty good at it; I cannot be so
sure, but I can say definitively that I mastered one song.
It was called “This Old Riverboat” as performed by The New Christy Minstrels,
a folk ensemble named after the famous “Christy Minstrels” a vaudevillian act
from the mid 19th century who specialized in the performance of songs
written by Stephen Foster, “Father of American Music”. You can look it up.
The New Christy Minstrels were oft-featured performers on a TV program
called “Hootenanny” which my young family would gather around and watch
together every Sunday night. They are famous for, among other things,
spawning such future musical luminaries as Kenny Rogers, Gene Clark (The
Byrds), Kim Carnes, & Barry McGuire (who wrote the classic “Eve Of
Destruction”). So my parents did seem to love music, and these Sunday
nights were a most welcome and happy ritual for me.
We had this album along with which I played, the guitar on my lap, and This
Old Riverboat was my favorite song - it was a Riverboat version of John
Henry - a story about an old riverboat struggling to keep from being put out
to pasture by the relentlessly forward march of technology . . i loved the
tale, and I loved the melody. And on this one particular occasion I played it
along with the record perfectly - not a single note missed. What makes this
memory special to me was that it was the first time I had ever put myself to
a personal task of this nature, and achieved it.
This is another thing that we all have, whether or not we are aware of it. It
is a natural and inevitable occurrence in everyone’s life, and this was mine.
My father, a good man, and loving father, unfortunately had the rather
common misconception that the best compliment you can pay someone is to
point out the “only thing you need to change to make it perfect”. He noticed
me playing and instructed my older brother to teach me how to "do it right",
aka, not on my lap, but "by the book". My poor brother began to give me
lessons, using the ubiquitous Mel Bay method, trying to teach me how to
read music and hold the guitar upright, for which my little 5 year old arms
were too short, so I gave it up.
At this point in time, my brother was playing in a band called The Dutchmen.
They were modeled after The Ventures, an all-instrumental guitar and drum
combo famous for their renditions of classics such as Walk, Don’t Run,
Telstar, The Lonely Bull (I LOVED that song although not their version - my
favorite, I believe was by Herb Alpert), the ever-so famously-overplayed
“Wipeout”, and also for hawking Mostrite Guitars on their album covers. The
Dutchmen also modeled themselves after the Young Rascals, with a
beret-wearing, lead singing organist. and the Kinks. They would rehearse in
our living room now and again, and I would lie on the floor in front of the
kick drum and fall asleep. I developed a tremendous amount of awe and
respect for these guys, the whole idea of being in a band, and my brother,
all in this time. I remember going to some of the shows - high school dances,
battles of the band (of which they won many), and real concert appearances
like when they opened up for the The Barbarians and Strawberry Alarm Clock
(Incense and Peppermints).
Man, I can remember all this stuff so vividly; the PA speakers twice as tall as
I, the Fender Dual Showman amps, the Fasfisa organ, the volume so loud and the songs, all of which I knew .. many of the songs I played in my head
at night .
I remember one time, when they were rehearsing in the living room and
taking a break. I climbed (literally) up onto the drum stool and, sans foot
pedals as I could not reach them, began to play the groove to Wipeout - the
steady cymbal ride and 2+1 snare drum pattern. It got the exact response I
hoped - resounding chortles of approval from these much-older-than I music
professionals, and I remember thinking “this is really pretty easy”.
This doth not me prodigious make; it actually is very easy.
But it was a moment indeed. One short trampoline bounce and I am in my
own band in high school, finding my peeps and forging a personality all
based around the frame of reference that “I am a musician”.
Being a musician in those days was no picnic - you had the luxury, if lucky
enough, of a group of cohorts who shared your passion - which I did not but you were, otherwise, pretty much an outcast. This was always ok with
me, and in fact, I now miss it. For the better part of my life, regardless of
what varied levels of ‘success’ I have achieved during its ensuing chapters,
identifying myself as a musician invariably brought forth either a reaction of
enthusiastic acceptance, or a scowl. Thus was the nature of the generation
gap almost right up to the new millennium.
The advent of the computer as a uniformly accepted utensil in everyday life,
the software made available, in many cases free, that allows virtually
anybody access to multitrack recording, the growing up and growing old of
so many closet musician wannabes now enacting a lifelong fantasy they
denied themselves for the very reasons the statement “I am a musician”
elicited a scowl, and a healthy dose of media hype via reality shows has
resulted in making the statement almost trite. Like the presidency, the
attempt to bridge the performer/listener gap and tear down the pedestal
upon which we routinely place anyone who is famous has brought to
prevalence the erroneous idea that”anybody can do it”. Now common is the
response to “I am a musician” the exclamation
“Ah, my father/mother/sister/aunt/uncle/niece/nephew ... etc ..”
.. you get the picture.
I miss the scowl . . . to be continued

